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A Safer and Cleaner
Tabletop Built to Last.



NAUTILUS, innovative and quality solu-
tions for school equipment and learning 
technologies.

NAUTILUS has 2 industrial units in sou-
thern Europe and its customers and distri-
bution networks guarantee its presence in 
more than 30 countries.

Today NAUTILUS is a leading company in 
Portugal and a reference in the European 
market.

NAUTILUS began its journey in 1996 with 
the production of domestic furniture. In 
1999, the company began to dedicate itself 
to the production of school furniture, with 
recognized success. Today, NAUTILUS’ ac-
tivity is more comprehensive, consisting in 
the production of furniture in wood, metal 
and polypropylene, intended not only for 
the school segment, but also investing in 
the production of furniture for offices, li-
braries, churches, museums, etc.
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TABLETOPS

ERGOS EDGE

The ERGOS EDGE line incorporates injected polypropylene into 

table tops, creating different shapes in the surface, with possibility to 

combine different colors.

ERGOS EDGE tops use Polypropylene (PP) on the edges, for superior 

resistance to impacts, when compared to edges in wood or pvc. No 

glues or varnishes are used (no toxic products).

The injection molded Polypropylene is placed in a mould with a high 

pressure injection of 800 Ton. ERGOS EDGES reduces damagew, 

when tables are moved and eventually shock into walls or other 

furniture.

DURABLE

DURABLE
PP is fused to the 
table fibers

Le PP est fusionné aux 
fibres de la table

ÉCOLOGIQUE

ECOLOGICAL
No glues or 
varnish

Pas de colles ni 
de vernis
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Pen Slot
Cup Slot

Stylish and
colorful edge 

Notebook holder

TABLETOPS

ERGOS EDGE

Couloured injection molded poly-
propylene (PP) table edges;

PP is fused (not glued) to table 
fibers, which makes it highly 
resistant;

Stronger than traditional table 
edges;

Eco-friendly (without using glues 
or varnishes);

Does not peel, has no joints and 
it´s smooth and impact resistant.
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An increased awareness of the problems 

associated with microbes has led Surforma to 

develop and introduce this more hygienic  and 

high performance new product to its range.

Surforma® has harnessed the power of an 

antimicrobial additive and introduced it into the 

manufacturing process, providing the surface 

with enhanced protection. Effective against a 

broad spectrum of microbes, ANTIVIRAL HPL & 

CGS by Surforma reduces the growth of virus and 

bacteria, providing a more hygienic surface and 

protecting consumers against their potentially 

negative effects.

When properly maintained, the protection will 

last for the expected life of the treated product 

and will help to reduce cross-contamination.
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This new product ANTIVIRAL has been tested under the ISO 21702:2019 for the 

measurement of antiviral activity on plastics and other non-porous surfaces. The 

test was performed by the independent Medical and Industria Biotechnology 

Laboratory.

The product was tested against the virus SARS-CoV-2 and show a high 
viral inactivity rate over 65% in 10 minutes and over 98% after 4 hours.

Tests were carried out in new and aged laminates.

Both show high viral inactivation.

Under the same standard ISO 21702:2019 was also tested the toxicity for human 

cells ( CaCo2), showing the noncytotoxicity of the product.

Antimicrobial
Microbe: Generic term for
microscopic organisms that
are too small to be seen
with naked eye

Antibacterial
Example of bacteria: Escherichia coli,
Legionella pneumophila, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, Streptococcus pneumoniae,
etc...

Antifungal
Examples of fungi: Cladosporium,
Serpula lacrymans, Tinea pedis,
Stachybotrys chartarum, etc...
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To assure the Food Safe Contact behaviour of the ANTIVIRAL

Laminates and Compacts, the product has been tested under 

the EN 13130-1:2004 for the specific migration and under the 

standard EN 1186-1:2002 for the global migration.

The ANTIVIRAL product comply with both standards.
The laminate surface is also antibacterial, tested under 

the standard ISO 22196:2001 and validated accordingly to 

Japanese regulation JIS Z 2801.

ANTIVIRAL HPL & CGS by Surforma is ideally suited for 

residential and public spaces in a variety of applications 

including furniture, interior fittings and construction for the 

sectors of education, hospital and healthcare, sports, hotels 

and restaurants, offices, shops, transportation and much more.

Surforma offers a wide range of decorative HPL & CGS, which 

are capable of antiviral customization with the ultimate goal 

of satisfying the requirements from interior designers and 

architects.

The additive causes a visible micro sparkle effect on the 

surface, which enhances the decorative properties of the 

laminate and compact.

Different choices of table tops and metal structures
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Structures 
PAINTING

RAL 7035 RAL 9016RAL 7037 RAL 3000RAL 7021 RAL 5010RAL 9006

RAL 6029

RAL 9005

Surfaces
THERMOLAMINATED

T166
Grey 

T517
Beech

All colors available in addition to the standards, in minimum orders of 100 units.

FINISHINGS | FINITIONS

STANDARD

STANDARD STANDARD



www.nautilus.pt

VIRTUAL TOUR
360º


